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Abstract: The use of renewable energy sources is one of the most relevant goals to be achieved in
order to match the climate protection targets. As a case study, the paper shows the current electrical
energy production by sources in the Sicilian context. Among the renewable energy sources, the paper
investigates the wave energy potential along the Sicilian coasts, because of the favorable climate
around the island. A point absorber is present in order to exploit this source. Two scenarios are
presented, with two different levels of energy production.
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1. Introduction

The combustion of fossil fuels has played a dominating role in the building up of greenhouse
gases (GHG) in the atmosphere. It is estimated that the energy sector accounts for about two-thirds of
all the anthropogenic GHG emissions. About 80% of the world’s total use of energy is based on fossil
fuels, and they play an important role in the transport and stationary energy sectors, including electric
power generation [1].

Even though conventional sources—such as oil, natural gas, and coal—meet most of the energy
demand at the moment [2], renewable energy sources can contribute to energy supply by supporting
energy conservation and greenhouse gas reduction strategy [3]. The increasing concerns for the global
environmental effects of greenhouse emissions, resulting from energy consumption, make relevant
the current role of renewable sources in a regional policy context [4,5]; local authorities are called
to play a remarkable role with strategies improving the energy efficiency and sustainability in all
energetic uses [6,7] and replacing, as possible, fossil-based technology with proper renewable energy
technologies [8,9].

Among renewable sources, wave energy represents a promising sources for those countries
characterized by favorable sea wave climate and large coastline extension [10,11]. It is also apparent
how this source will be able to exploit areas which are not used nowadays, at the same time creating
important supply chain and local job opportunities [12].

The exploitation of sea wave energy will undergo a significant growth in the next decades as soon
as the wave energy converter (WEC) technology becomes more mature [13,14]. The WEC technology
is believed to be at a crucial stage of its development, and research is focused on finding out feasible
techno-economic solutions [15]. Such conditions pose serious engineering challenges to the design
and deployment of WECs [16], increasing costs of development, production, installation, maintenance,
and insurance.

The interest for wave energy is widespread throughout almost all the world, as witnessed by
many studies and projects reported in the literature [17]. Currently, there are two different streams
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of research: the first one is focused on the designing and development of WECs; the second one is
focused on the evaluation of sea wave parameters and energy potential, in order to identify areas which
are more suitable for the installation of WECs. These studies are generally based on mathematical
models [18,19], which correlate sea wave motion to wind source; sometimes, measuring-buoys are
installed in situ, to validate the previous estimation of sea wave source [20].

Most WECs are currently at the prototypal stage, and only a few of them have been tested
extensively in open sea [18]; some examples are: Pelamis, Wave Dragon, Limpet, and Power Buoy [17].
As regards the working principle of these energy converters, it is possible to distinguish: oscillating
water column (OWC), oscillating bodies (OBs), and overtopping system (OS). In OWC, the wave
motion is conveyed in special air chambers, causing compression and decompression of air reserve,
which is forced to flow through the Wells turbines, producing electrical power; the camber can be fixed
inside an on-shore structure (for example, Limpet) or installed in a floating buoy (Spar Buoy) [21].
In the OB, the wave motion is picked up by floating buoys that transfer the movement to special
energetic converter, based on different solutions (hydraulic pumps, pistons, or linear generators).
Finally, the OSs are based on floating docks that are refilled by waves, and particularly the water stored
in the reservoir is spilled by hydraulic turbines, producing electrical energy [21].

Obviously, electrical energy production from sea waves will be really feasible only with extensive
studies about wave energy potential in the interested areas, a detailed knowledge of energy occurrence,
its temporal and spatial variability, and its distribution among different sea states [22].

In scientific literature, several papers focus on the evaluation of sea wave energy potential in
the Mediterranean Sea [23]: indeed, in calmer and semi-closed seas, such as the Mediterranean Sea,
many technical issues related to extreme sea climate could be more easily solved, making wave energy
production still economically viable [24]. Particularly, Iglesias and Carballo [25] evaluated the energy
potential along Spanish coasts, Guillou and Chapalain [26] along French coasts, and Vicinanza et al.
along Italian coasts [27].

As regards Italy, the measuring wave buoys of “Rete Ondametrica Nazionale” (RON) (i.e., the
Italian Government wave buoy network) had a really important role in describing wave climate along
the several thousand kilometers of exploitable coastline, measuring all the main parameters that
characterize wave climate. Therefore, thanks to the large amount of information taken from these
measuring stations, wave atlases along the Italian coastline are now valuable, in which the values of
wave power and the average wave energy offshore are exposed [27,28].

Wave energy resource is strongly connected to the bathymetry: a greater water depth increases
wave potential due to the lower friction losses, and so all wave buoys are usually located offshore,
several kilometers from the coastline; in this sense, Monteforte et al. [29] used a spectral model “SWAN”
(Simulating WAve Nearshore) to simulate the propagation of waves along the Sicilian coasts, taking
into account the bathymetry of seabed. Moreover, fetch represents an important characteristic too,
because it is the distance in which the wind is able to blow: a large fetch should be preferred, because
it often defines a more intense and regular wave climate [30].

Some preliminary evaluations of the wave energy potential in Italy have already been assessed
in [22,31]; particularly, the Sardinia northwest coast is identified as a “hot spot” (i.e., a site with
concentrated wave energy availability) with an average sea wave energy power higher than
10 kW/m [32]. As regards Sicily, instead, wave energy power ranges between 6 and 9 kW/m in
the east and south coast of Sicily [33].

This paper focuses on wave energy production along Sicilian coastline in order to assess how this
source might contribute to the reduction of regional fossil fuel consumption and CO2 emissions; with
this aim, an innovative WEC for a useful exploitation is designed and developed at the laboratory
of Department of Energy and Information Engineering and Mathematical models (DEIM) of the
University of Palermo, Palermo, Italy; as will be shown in the next section, this device is conceived to
exploit, at the same time, wave and solar energy availability.
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The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, data on electrical energy consumption and
production in Sicily are shown; particular attention is paid to the contribution of renewable energy
sources to overall energy production in 2015 and in the previous decade. In Section 3, the sea wave
climate around the Sicily is described; an innovative WEC, able to use also a photovoltaic source,
is described. A preliminary assessment of yearly electrical energy production and CO2 emissions
reduction is carried out.

2. Energy Consumption and Renewable Energy Sources in Sicily

Figure 1, obtained through the data provided by [34], presents the evolution of regional electric
power plants in the decade 2004–2014; it is important to note that the incidence of renewable capacity
was negligible in 2004, while it accounted for nearly 3 GW in 2014, as a result of a subsidizing system
during this decade [35].
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Figure 1. Electrical installed power in Sicily. Comparison during the period 2004–2014.

In 2015, the gross electricity production was equal to 22.87 TWh; as can be seen in Figure 2,
the renewable sources accounted only for 21% of electricity production in 2015, and solar and wind
contributed to 62% of renewable production; this is very different from 2004, where only 4% of total
electric production came from renewables and, furthermore, hydroelectric was the predominant source
exploited in the region at that time. Figure 2 shows also the comparison of electrical mix sources used
in Sicily and in Italy, during 2015. As shown in the graph, the wind source is more used in Sicily (11%)
than in Italy (5%) while the photovoltaic source has the same incidence (8%). The hydroelectric source
is very limited in Sicily, and for this reason it has a marginal importance (2%), in comparison to Italy
(17%). Finally, the geothermal sources are not exploited in Sicily [36].
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Figure 2. Comparison of gross electricity production (GWh) in 2015 by sources in Sicily and Italy.
(Sources: Hydroelectric, Thermoelectric, Geothermal energy, Wind and Solar Photovoltaic).
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It is evident how the policies aimed to subsidize renewable energies have given great impulse to
their spread during this decade. Figure 3 shows the installed power and the number of working plants,
powered by renewable sources (hydroelectric, wind, photovoltaic, and biomass), during the period
2004–2014. Unlike hydroelectric source that is practically stable over the years, other renewable sources
have seen significant increase of installed power and number of plants. In particular, the picture shows
the effects of five feed-in schemes “Conto Energia” for photovoltaic plant (the first started in 2006
and the last ceased in 2013). This public funding has generated an explosion of solar energy in the
island, where the plant number has grown by different orders of magnitude. Also, wind source shows
a remarkable growth during the same period.
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Figure 3. Installed power and plants number from renewable sources (hydroelectric, wind,
photovoltaic, and biomass) in decade 2004–2014.

Figure 4 shows the electrical energy production by renewable sources in Sicily during the decade
2004–2014. Wind and photovoltaic are currently the predominant renewable sources in Sicily for
electrical energy.
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Figure 5 shows the electrical energy consumes in 2015, subdivided for Sicilian provinces and
energy sectors. The electrical energy demand of the agriculture sector is very limited. The energy
consumption by industries is unevenly subdivided in the region: in fact, the industries are concentrated
in Syracuse, Messina, and Catania.
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Finally, Figure 6 shows a comparison between energy consumes by sectors in Sicily and in Italy,
during 2015. As shown in the previous graph, the agriculture sector is very marginal (only 2% of total
electrical consumes in Sicily and in Italy). The electrical consumes in services take the same role in
Sicily and in Italy (respectively 32% and 33%). The substantial difference is related to residential and
industrial sectors. Due to different climate, type of buildings, and heat and cooling systems used for
air conditioning, in Sicily the residential sector statistically requires more electrical energy (33% against
23% in Italy). The less energy consumption in the industrial sector is linked to the limited presence of
industrial companies in the Sicilian region, compared to the rest of Italy.
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Considering a CO2 emission factor for electric generation park equals to 0.62 t/MWh [37] and
a conversion factor electric/primary energy equals to 0.187 × 10−3 tep/kWh [38], the part of gross
electricity production in 2014 coming from renewables (i.e., nearly 5.5 TWh) permitted a primary
energy saving of 1.03 ktep and avoided the emission of 3.41 ktCO2.
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According to regional studies on energy planning carried out in 2007 [39], there is a great potential
from renewable sources in Sicily; particularly interesting are the electric exploitations of wind and
sun as shown in Table 1. Comparing these numbers with the current use of photovoltaic solar and
wind in Sicily, it is easy to understand that only a small part of these potentials has been used during
this decade. Future changes will depend on the subsidizing systems adopted by local and national
authorities and, obviously, by the improvement of technologies.

Table 1. Renewable potentials in Sicily.

Renewable Source Power (MW) Annual Electricity Saving (GWh/Year) CO2 Avoided (kt CO2)

Photovoltaic 4500 7100 5985
Wind 10,345 24,710 16,900

3. Sea Wave and Offshore Photovoltaic Energy Conversion Assessment

An in-depth analysis of the wave energy potential along the Sicilian coast was performed
using data acquired by sea wave buoys such as a third-generation ocean wave model. Particularly,
the potential wave map was obtained thanks to the large amount of data that came from the
wave-measuring buoys of the RON. In 1989, it was originally composed by 8 pitch-roll buoys, but in
2007 the total number of wave buoys was of 15. These buoys are able to record different parameters,
such as significant wave height Hs (measured in meters), peak period Tp (measured in seconds), and
average wave direction δm. At first, recording period was about 3 h, then (with the replacement
of all the wave buoys with more technological ones) it was about every 30 min [40]. In this way,
RON was able to describe wave climate with a higher time resolution (but the spatial resolution still
remained low).

Figure 7 shows the three different measuring stations of RON, installed in Sicily: Catania, Palermo,
and Mazara del Vallo.
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In deep waters, wave power flux ϕm can be obtained through the significant wave height Hs and
the energetic period Te by the following equation [41]:

ϕm =
ρg2

64 π
H2

s Te (1)

in which ρ is seawater density (equal to 1025 kg/m3) and Te represents the energetic period (measured
in seconds), equal to the peak period multiplied by a constant, which depends on the shape of wave
spectrum (equal to 0.86 for a Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum and tending to 1 with the decreasing of
spectral width) [42].
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Table 2 reports the monthly average value of Hs and Te for three sites: Catania, Palermo, and
Mazara del Vallo. These values are obtained by processing of the data collected by RON during the
period 2002–2011. The power flux of wave is evaluated, using Equation (1). The annual trends of
power flux in the three different sites are reported in Figure 8.

Table 2. Monthly average wave data in Catania, Palermo, and Mazara del Vallo (2002–2011).

Catania Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Hs (m) 7.51 7.90 7.48 11.33 8.92 8.16 8.65 9.14 8.26 7.06 7.43 6.58
Te (s) 0.64 0.80 0.75 0.65 0.54 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.53 0.59 0.86 0.74

ϕm,i (kW/m) 1.6 2.5 2.1 2.4 1.3 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.2 1.2 2.7 1.8

Palermo Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Hs (m) 6.97 6.66 6.32 5.95 6.62 6.44 6.53 6.43 6.22 6.19 6.22 6.82
Te (s) 1.33 1.26 0.97 0.81 0.73 0.55 0.57 0.63 0.68 0.82 0.91 1.33

ϕm,i (kW/m) 6.2 5.3 3.0 2.0 1.8 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 2.1 2.6 6.0

Mazara del Vallo Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Hs (m) 7.45 7.44 7.15 6.95 6.49 6.02 6.03 5.72 5.99 6.05 6.68 7.13
Te (s) 1.53 1.40 1.27 1.19 0.88 0.65 0.73 0.76 0.80 0.90 1.25 1.56

ϕm,i (kW/m) 8.7 7.3 5.8 4.9 2.5 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.5 5.2 8.7
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Figure 8. Monthly average wave power flux in Catania, Palermo, and Mazara del Vallo (2002–2011).

The resulting average annual power is about 1.6 kW/m in Catania (with the main direction of sea
wave from east-northeast), 2.4 kW/m in Palermo (from west-northwest) and 4.0 kW/m in Mazara
del Vallo (from southeast and west-northwest). Additionally, in the three sites, wave power has a
maximum during winter season and a minimum during summer season.

This particular trend can be useful if wave power exploitation is supported by a solar (especially
photovoltaic) source. Indeed, the solar trend is opposite to the wave one, and these two trends may
offset each other [43]. Figure 9 shows solar and sea-wave energy trends for a typical Mediterranean
site. For this reason, we evaluated the scenario of electrical energy production from sea wave and
offshore photovoltaic along the Sicilian coastline, thanks to the use of an innovative energy converter
(see Figure 10), realized by DEIM of the University of Palermo.
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production, is realized by permanent magnets installed in moving parts of the generators. The 
working stroke is about 4 m in order to exploit the greatest part of energetic sea states [46]. In order 
to limit the relative vertical motion, two springs are installed in the upper and lower parts of the 
central buoy, avoiding any possible damage to the conversion device, due to bad weather [47]. 

A photovoltaic panel is installed in the upper part of the external buoy, in order to exploit also 
the solar energy source. 

The authors actually are investigating two different solutions to connect the solar–wave-energy 
farms to the grid: a decentralized approach and a partially centralized approach. In the first one, 
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Figure 10. (a) External and (b) internal views of the Department of Energy and Information engineering
and Mathematical model (DEIM) point absorber.

This point absorber converts wave energy directly into electrical, without the use of an external
electrical input, intermediate devices, or polluting fluids, with high levels of efficiency [44].

DEIM converter is composed by two floating buoys. The external one intercepts the wave energy,
producing a vertical motion that is transferred inside the internal buoy [45]. Sixteen linear generators
are installed inside the central buoy. The magnetic flux, essential for the electrical production, is realized
by permanent magnets installed in moving parts of the generators. The working stroke is about 4 m
in order to exploit the greatest part of energetic sea states [46]. In order to limit the relative vertical
motion, two springs are installed in the upper and lower parts of the central buoy, avoiding any
possible damage to the conversion device, due to bad weather [47].

A photovoltaic panel is installed in the upper part of the external buoy, in order to exploit also the
solar energy source.

The authors actually are investigating two different solutions to connect the solar–wave-energy
farms to the grid: a decentralized approach and a partially centralized approach. In the first one, each
point absorber contains an energy converter able to produce an AC electrical output that can flow into
the electrical grid. In the second solution, the electrical energy produced by each point absorber is
firstly converted into a DC output; the energy produced by several buoys is converted to AC and then
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transferred into the electrical grid. Several solar wave energy farms could be realized, along the Sicilian
coasts, using more input points into the electrical grid. However, in this preliminary evaluation, we
neglect the connection problem to the electrical grid.

The installed power PWF by sea wave for the three sites is evaluated by following equation:

PWF = PC, RatednCnFεhy (2)

where PC, Rated is the rated power of a single point absorber; nC is the number of devices installed in a
single wave farm; and nF the number of wave farms.

Every solar–wave-energy farm, here proposed, will consist of 81 DEIM buoys, subdivided in
three lines, according the layout reported in Figure 11. The distance among the point absorbers are
selected in order to limit the hydrodynamic interferences and maximize the energy production [48].
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Figure 11. Wave farm layout.

In particular Figure 12 shows the hydrodynamic efficiency of a singular buoy εhy as function of
the normalized buoys distance, defined by equation:

λ =
2DB
DC

(3)

where DC/2 is the radius of the external buoy and DB the distance between two buoys.
The hydrodynamic efficiency trend is obtained from [48], considering an elementary cell with a
triangular shape.
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Figure 12 shows also another interesting parameter: the normalized efficiency ξ that represents
the fraction of sea wave power flux collected by points absorbers. It is defined in the following way:
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ξ =
PW

Lϕm
(4)

where PW is the power collected by sea wave energy farm; ϕm is the power flux of sea wave and L is
the length of wave farm.

The term PW is given by following equation:

PW = nCDCεhyϕm (5)

where the terms nC, DC, and εhy, introduced in Equation (2), represent, respectively, the number of
buoys in the wave energy farm, the diameter of the buoy, and the hydrodynamic efficiency of the point
absorber. Finally, ϕm is the power flux of the sea wave, defined in Equation (1).

Considering that the number of point absorbers nC can be expressed as product of the number of
lines of point absorbers in a single wave energy farm nL and the number of buoys installed in a single
line nBL, Equation (4) becomes:

ξ =
nLnBLDCεhyϕm

Lϕm
= nLnBL

DC
L
εhy (6)

The length of wave energy farm L can be expressed as:

L = DB(nBL − 1) ∼= nBLDB (7)

where DB is the distance between two near buoys and nBL the number of buoy installed in a single line
of wave energy farm. Thanks the large number of buoys, the equation can be approximate as above.
Therefore, substituting the term L in the Equation (7) and remembering Equation (3), finally we obtain:

ξ = nLnBL
DC

nBLDB
εhy = nL

DC
DB
εhy = 2nL

εhy

λ
(8)

As shown in Figure 12, despite that efficiency grows with increasing normalized distance, the
normalized efficiency decreases inexorably. For this reason, in order to minimize the extension used by
solar and wave energy farm, the normalized buoy distance is fixed to 5. In this case, the hydrodynamic
efficiency is equal to 0.93.

In order to evaluate the electrical energy production by sea wave, a simplified approach is
considered. Equation (9) estimates the electrical output for “i-th” month, considering the monthly
average sea wave power flux (ϕm,i), the external diameter of a single wave converter (DC), its overall
efficiency (εC), the hydrodynamic efficiency of solar wave energy farm (εhy), the total number of
installed devices (nCnF), and, finally, the number of hours per month (hmonth,i).

EWF,i = ϕm,iDCnCnFεCεhyhmonth,i (9)

The values of monthly average power fluxϕm,i are reported in Table 2. Similarly, we evaluated the
installed power by solar photovoltaic and the monthly electrical output, using the following equation:

PPVF = IPV,RatedSPVnCnFεPV (10)

EPVF = Imonth,iSPVnCnFεPV (11)

where IPV,Rated is the rated solar radiation, used to evaluate the performance of photovoltaic panels
(typically 1000 W/m2); SPV is the surface of solar panels; εPV is the average electrical efficiency
of photovoltaic panels; and Imonth,i is the monthly solar radiance, evaluated in the sites of wave
energy farms.
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Table 3 reports the main parameters about the wave–solar energy farms. The data of monthly
solar radiations are reported in Table 4.

We evaluated the number of solar–wave energy farms, required to cover a percentage of the
electrical energy demand, measured in 2015 (22.87 TWh) [36]. Using the sea wave and solar data of the
three different Sicilian sites, we proposed two different scenarios:

• CASE A—the solar–wave energy farms cover the 2% of the electrical demand;
• CASE B—the solar–wave energy farms cover the 5% of the electrical demand.

Table 3. Main parameters of sea wave–solar energy farms.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Buoy diameter DC 20 m
Rated power of a wave converter PC, Rated 160 kW

Average wave converter efficiency [21,49,50] εC 50 %
Average hydrodynamic efficiency of wave farm εhy 93 %

Number of buoys in wave farm nC 81 -
Surface of photovoltaic panel SPV 254.5 m2

Average photovoltaic efficiency εPV 17 %
Rated power of photovoltaic panel PPV, Rated 43.3 kW

Table 4. Monthly solar radiation in the three sites: Catania, Palermo, and Mazara del Vallo [51].

(kWh/m2) Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Catania 69.2 97.5 140.0 150.0 192.5 204.2 215.0 189.2 145.0 112.5 85.0 62.5
Palermo 61.7 77.5 121.7 149.2 185.8 200.8 205.0 178.3 135.8 107.5 79.2 57.5
Mazara 84.2 101.7 135.0 158.3 198.3 200.0 205.8 187.5 156.7 120.8 87.5 69.2

As results of this evaluations, Table 5 reports the number of wave farms required to satisfy the
energy demand in the two different scenarios.

Table 5. Comparison between the two different scenarios.

Parameters
CASE A CASE B

Catania Palermo Mazara Catania Palermo Mazara

Number of farms 5 7 7 14 16 18
Installed Wave Power (MW) 64.8 90.7 90.7 181.6 207.4 233.3
Installed Solar Power (MW) 17.5 24.5 24.5 49.1 56.1 63.1

Annual energy by wave (MWh/y) 52,303 109,746 182,417 146,450 250,848 469,072
Annual energy by solar (MWh/y) 40,778 38,264 41,821 93,207 87,461 95,590

Total annual energy (MWh/y) 465,329 1,142,627

We evaluated also the annual trend of electrical energy production by sources and sites.
In particular, Figure 13 shows the energetic trend in the scenario 2% (Case A) and Figure 14 reports
the scenario 5% (Case B). In both cases, the solar–wave energy farms show a greater production in
winter than in summer, following the energy potential of sea-wave source. However, the integration of
photovoltaic panel in the DEIM point absorber partially compensates for this trend.
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Finally, considering the CO2 emissions factor is equal to 0.62 t/MWh [37], the avoided CO2

emissions are 288,504 tons/year and 708,429 tons/year, respectively, in Case A and Case B.

4. Conclusions

The correct use of renewable energies, especially wave energy, will contribute to the reduction of
the dependence of the Sicily on exogenous fossil fuels, limiting the emissions of greenhouse gases.

The innovative WEC, proposed by Department of Energy of Palermo University, will be able
to exploit hundreds of kilometers of coastline, nowadays totally unused. Thanks the integration of
photovoltaic source, the DEIM point absorber can assure a more regular electrical production during
the year.

The analysis of sea wave climate along the Sicilian coasts allows to identify Catania, Palermo and
Mazara del Vallo as suitable sites for exploiting wave and offshore solar sources.

The authors evaluated two scenarios. In the first one, the authors considered the installation of
19 solar–wave energy farms, producing 463,531 MWh/year (which account for 2% of the electrical
energy demand in 2015) and avoiding 288,504 tons/year of CO2 emissions.
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In the second scenario, the authors evaluated the installation of 48 solar-wave energy farms,
producing 1,135,024 MWh/year (5% of the electrical energy demand) and avoiding 708,429 tons/year
of CO2 emissions.

Author Contributions: All authors contributed to writing the article on equal terms. All authors read and
approved the final manuscript.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Nomenclature

Hs Significant wave height (m)
Te Energetic period (s)
Tp Peak period (s)
Φm Average wave direction (◦)
P Power per front wave (kW/m)
ρ Sea water density (kg/m3)
g Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
PWF Installed power by sea wave in the site (MW)
PW Wave power collected by sea wave energy farm (MW)
PC, Rated Rated power of a single point absorber (kW)
nC Number of point absorber per solar-wave energy farm (-)
nL Number of buoys lines in a wave energy farm (-)
nBL Number of buoy in a single lines of wave energy farm (-)
nF Number of solar-wave energy farm per site (-)
EWF,i Monthly energy production by sea wave in the site (MWh)
DC Diameter of the external buoy of point absorber (m)
DB Distance between two buoys (m)
λ Normalized distance between two buoys (-)
εC Average energy efficiency of wave converter (%)
εhy Hydrodynamic energy efficiency of wave energy farm (%)
ξ Normalized efficiency of wave energy farm, by normalized buoys distance (-)
hmonth,i Number of hours per month (h/month)
PPVF Installed power by solar in the site (MW)
IPV,Rated Standard radiation (W/m2)
SPV Surface of photovoltaic panel in a single point absorber (m2)
εPV Average energy efficiency of photovoltaic panel (%)
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